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I found this little jewel of communist crowd/rally mitigation (that means attack and disband) plan an embattled Cuban blogger sent out on 
Twitter. I thought this would be a good illustration of the tactics used in political warfare which involves SEIU and other leftist organizations. Feel 
free to disseminate this information two trusted sources. 



@yoanisanchez: Raúl Castro dijo hay que valorar "con mente abierta los criterios de los demás" y esto circula en centros 
laborales... 

I like to follow Cuban bloggers from time to time but Twitter seems to be one of the best communication tools they have as 
Castro’s oppressive media crushers are constantly forcing them to adapt, pack up and run and set up shop elsewhere. Talk 
about freedom of speech. The tweet above last night means:  

“Raul Castro claims we must hold other people’s opinions in high regard and with an open mind yet the following 
document was found being distributed around work centers.” 

I found out about Yoani Sanchez on CNN actually, and the story was about a Cuban blogger who had been beaten up by cops.  
Her blog is also written in English and should be a good study aid to help educate Americans in how precious our country is 
and volatile our situation has become in fighting the advancing forces of socialism. Freedom of speech for a Cuban is a 
challenge that involves more than just getting a faster connection; this could them their lives. I follow these tweets and also 
read their blogs because this could be us and may become us soon. It’s hard to understand what it’s like not to have the ability 
to say something and not have to face imprisonment or death. Please read this woman’s concern in that she has no p lace to go; 
neither do we. Protecting our lives and happiness begins with education. 

This is the original document: http://www.cubanet.org/foto-index/29481408-Plan-de-represion-estatal.pdf  

I thought it was an interesting parallel to the current counter-revolution between the Tea Party movement and the leftist 
groups such as SEIU, ACORN, Working Families, Planned Parenthood, Moveon, Code Pink and other vermin. Do these 
mitigation countermeasures sound familiar? Let me know and keep them in mind next time you choose to go to a rally. The 
Unit ‘X’ concept seems to be a state-run workplace trained to act on behalf of the government in the crushing of peaceful 
gatherings. Basically if you work at a widget factory you belong to a UNIT (your shop) and your manager is the administrator 
of the unit and if there is a protest or peaceful march close by that falls under you area of operations.  This is nothing more 
than state-sanctioned thugs trained to terrorize citizens.  Does that make sense? Basically this Unit is designed to crush dissent 
from reaching workers such as advocacy groups or other protesters either by causing disruption to their activities or engaging 
them physically. This is a translation with some notes on what is what. When I find other information I will share it. Keep your 
eyes peeled. 

http://www.cubanet.org/foto-index/29481408-Plan-de-represion-estatal.pdf�


I. Objective 
To organize all means necessary measures aimed at repelling acts of civil disobedience and counterrevolutionary disturbances 
which may originate within the Unit’s area (means area of operations). 

II. A brief examination of the possible types of civil disobedience  
Let’s consider that counterrevolutionary manifestations could take place in or around our work centers possibly affecting the 
integrity of the security for our workforce and our clients with the purpose of creating an environment of uncertainty and 
impact our economy. 

III. Anti-counterrevolutionary and civil disturbance Missions  
1. Conduct uninterrupted surveillance of possible target zones  

2. Organize and train Unit forces with available rudimentary weapons in surrounding areas according to location of 
personnel (obtain & arm according to area) 

3. Repel disturbances at the core 

4. Perform first-responder duties for fires and tend to casualties resulting from physical confrontations 

5. Maintain line constant line of communication with the area Command Post and MININT (Ministerio del Interior – 
Cuban Ministry of the Interior)  

• Military Sector OG -  

• Command Center – MININT PNR – Policia Nacional Revolucionaria (National Revolutionary Police) (This is some 
sort of special forces unit which is a combination between a SWAT team and a military element designed to respond 
to emergencies and trained in closed quarters combat. They also have the GTE which conducts patrols of tourist 
areas) 

• Industrial Entities Command Post (Um, industries are state-run, in case you forgot) 



• Firefighters (This means the firemen are kept in their areas for training isolated from others and integrated into the 
actual response team-which means they also engage in ‘repressive’ movements just like the national police) 

• OLPP PM (Organos Locales del Poder Popular, Local Organizations of Popular Power) 

IV. How to structure local forces 
Organize your workers on site first then if needed and other workers can be recalled to help during situations. 

V. Weapons 
• Sticks 

• Rebar (no size given) 

• Cables 

 

Appendix 

Mitigation plan to repel counterrevolutionary and civil disobedience-related disturbances 

Oath of cooperation 



Appendix 

Mitigation plan to repel counterrevolutionary and civil disobedience-related disturbances 
Type of Event Action to be taken Parties involved Leadership Date  

Civil disturbance (Riot) Ensure protesters do 
not utilize Unit 
resources of assets to 
carry out protest 

Collect and quickly 
hide any cash from 
business 

Repel civil 
disturbances 

Extinguish fires & 
provide first aid 

Notify administration 
(Mgmt) 

Other actions as 
directed 

Notify superiors  

Workers on site (shift) Administration As they occur 

Actions or expressions 
against the revolution, 
political parties or 

Respond with 
convincing, solid  
arguments & ensure to 

Workers on site (shift) Administrator As they occur 



government in general leave no doubt that 
their protests are 
unacceptable in our 
work centers 

Notify administrator 

Other actions as 
assigned 

Notify and summon the 
PNR, PCC or OLPP 

Execution of plan 
against perceived 
counterrevolutionary 
activity 

Respond with actions 
and measures 
necessary in order to 
impede these activities 
at all costs 

Workers on site (shift) Administrator As they occur 

  



Oath 

The Constitution of the Rapid Response Team of Unit X 
 

On this hour ______ of the month of _________ of year  ______ “Year of the Revolution” enactment of this charter as the objective to 
create the Rapid Response Detachment. 

Public disturbances and other counterrevolutionary activities will never be permitted or accepted from our workforce as the 
streets belong to the counterrevolutionaries.  This is an affirmation that these disturbances will be repelled.  

As part of this nation, the directors, officials and workers of this unit will become integrated into the Rapid Response 
Detachment and will act accordingly and without regard for our needs in the defense of our revolution and will spare no 
sacrifice in order to accomplish this. 

On this day solemnly affirm that from this moment on this act constitutes a binding agreement to squelch these activities 
regardless of origin and magnitude. 
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